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Lg phoenix 3 m150

Energy Efficiency Class: A+++ Visit the Help section or contact us You can download the update via firmware Over the Air (FOTA). To download the update, you must connect your device to wi-fi ®. Although settings or data should not be affected, we recommend that you back up your media files to your
SD card, computer, or help with your favorite app before upgrading the software. + EUR 35.60 ShippingUS $179.99Get it Thu, January 14 - Fri, February 19 East Brunswick, New JerseySize: 16GB, 1.5GB RAM. Running processor: Quad-core 1100 MHz ARM Cortex-A7 28 nm gpu: Adreno 304. WHAT
NETWORK BANDS/FREQUENCIES ARE SUPPORTED: Phoenix 3 works at the following frequencies: GSM 850/900/1800/1900 MHz, UMTS Bands 2/4/5, LTE Bands 2/4/5/12.See details - LG Phoenix 3 M150 - 16 GB - Black (unlocked) SmartphoneSee all 5 brand new lists at AT&amp;T are all set to
launch lg phoenix 3 this week. The phone, which is powered by a quad-core processor and sports a 5-inch FWVGA display, will be available to buy from the carrier from March 10 (coming Friday). Other important indicators are 16GB storage, 5MP front and rear cameras, Android Marshmallow and
2500mAh battery. Aside from battery capacity, the indicators are either the same as the Phoenix 2 or are downgraded. As for the price, the Phoenix 3 carries an $80 tag, down from the $100 tag its predecessor carried. Source | Through a Screen resolution of 854 x 480 pixels battery capacity 2500 mAh
processor Qualcomm® MSM8909 1.1GHz Quad-Core Storage 16 GB ROM (usable up to 9.3GB) Other features android 6.0.1 (Marshmallow) Operating System, 5 MP face-facing camera gesture Shot &amp;amp; Selfie Light, 4G LTE Connectivity, Mobile Hotspot Rear Key Placement Ambidextrous,
Multipurpole Power/Lock Side Key Placement Volume Keys Quick Shortcuts Capture+ or Camera When Screen Is Locked or Off Customizable Home Touch Buttons Contains Notifications and Capture + Interruptions Control Notifications and Messages Received; choose to get everything, none, or only
those that are specific to the sterile list View and reply notifications Lock Screen Yes Tap it® Double tap the screen to put your phone to sleep /wake it without picking up or pressing Power/Lock Key Knock Code® Create a 6- to 8-point tapping pattern of security and direct access to the start screen over
86,000 possible combinations of Capture + Write or draw almost any screen and schedule memos appear at certain times or locations Customizable Keyboard Adjust keyboard height and layout Multilanguage Support Yes EasyHome™ Show frequently used features directly on the home screen for fast
and easy access 5MP rearward facing Autofocus camera LED Flash Yes 5MP HDR Front-Camera Yes Gesture Yes Gesture Shot Take selfies with easy hand selfie Light Screen illuminates soft light around photo preview illuminated selfies Auto Take selfies automatically by using facial recognition bursts
Hold the trigger to quickly take multiple shots. Gesture Interval Shot and Interval Shot Make fist twice or hold the trigger take four selfies timer Switch on the back and front cameras finger swipe Yes Multiple shutter options Tap the shutter, Tap the screen, use your voice, or press the Volume key to make a

photo image editor Add Flip/Rotate/Crop, Brightness/Contrast, Filters, and more for your images Video resolutions 1280 x 720 (HD) recording 30 FPS Video recording Resolution Up to 10FPS Pause &amp; Continue a video recording break and start recording mode with one continuous video file, Live
Shot Take shots while recording video. Video Screenshot Capture more shots during video playback Self-Timer Select to take a picture / video 3 or 10 seconds after you press the shutter / entry button Geotagging Store location information for photos and videos * Available only with a face camera or
camcorder ** Available only with the back of the camera or video camera Video Player touch Lock, Play lock Screen and continue play feature supported by H.264, H.263, MPEG4, VP8, XviD, HEVC, MJPEG and THEORA formats Customizable Video Screen Ratio Subtitle Settings and Video Auto
Function Off Music Player auto stop feature supported by AAC, AAC+, AIFF, AMR, eAAC +, FLAC, M4A, MIDI, MP3, PCM, WAV and WMA formats Music Library Organized song, album, artist, genre, playlist and folder Media Sync (MTP) Transferring or Syncing Files windows® Media Player ** *
Available on Google Play™ Music. ** USB cable required (inclusive) Nationwide 4G LTE Network * Yes Wi-Fi® Connectivity 802.11 b/g/n VoLTE option Enables HD Voice ** and Enhanced Communication via Mobile Network *** Mobile Hotspot Share Data Connection with Other Compatible Wireless
Devices *** Bluetooth® Wireless Technology 4.1 Supported Bluetooth® Profiles EDR, A2DP, LE and aptX Wi-Fi Direct® Connect directly to devices Wi-Fi USB sharing Share your phone's Internet connection to your computer GPS Services location accuracy for Yes * AT&amp;T 4G LTE network is not
available anywhere ** HD Voice requires compatibility with both caller and receiver devices. Depends on network availability. Additional carrier charges may be added. usb cable required (included). Platform Android 6.0.1 Marshmallow technology UMTS, GSM, LTE frequencies GSM 850/900/1800/1900
MHz, UMTS frequency bands 2/4/5, LTE frequency bands 2/4/5/12 Qualcomm processor® MSM8909 1.1GHz Four-dimensional basic dimensions 5.7 (H) x 2.9 (W) x 0.3 (D) Display 5.0 (FWVGA), 854 x 480 battery capacity 2500mAh (removable) Chat time Up to 14 hours * standby Mode Up to 16.5 days
Hearing aid Compatible (HAC) M3/T3 Rating Internal memory 16GB ROM (available up to 9.3GB) MicroSD™ memory card support up to 32 GB ** * Actual battery may vary depending on network connection and use of the application ** Memory cards sold separately Travel adapter and USB cable Yes
Bluetooth Stereo Headset (LG TONE ULTRA,® LG TONE PRO®) † AT&amp;T Wireless service is required. Product features may change. Features based on the availability of the operator program. This deposit is fully refundable upon check-out and subject to a damage control of the accommodation.
Chipset (SoC) Chipset is the main part of any data-processing device(s), such as Mobile, Laptop, Smartwatch, camera, tablet, etc., each running on a chip tone or SoC that contains a processor, GPU, and cache. The chipset is an integrated circuit designed to perform some specific tasks and popular
devices come with a more advanced chipset that can perform many different tasks according to their design and programming capabilities qualcomm Snapdragon 210 MSM8909 CPU Frequency CPU Central Processing Unit or processors, its main function is to interpret and perform the instructions of the
computer device . In most cases, we measure CPU power in GHz or MHz with a number of core such as 2-core, 4-core, 8-core, 10-core, etc. Always look for a high-powered processor first when you buy a new device, the Quad-Core 1.3GHz Cortex-A7, the number of cores on the cpu device. Graphics
Processing (GPU) GPU stands for graphics processing unit is a single-chip processor designed to quickly fast mathematical calculations, mainly for the purpose of modifying images, It includes such things as lighting effects, object conversions and 3D motion and it is also responsible for high performance
gaming graphics with good GPU always have such a right to control game graphics. Common GPU mobile devices are Qualcomm Adreno, Intel HD graphics, PowerVR, ARM-Mlai, etc. Qualcomm Adreno 304, 400 MHz RAM (Random Access Memory) is a type of computer memory that can be used
randomly, and what the operating system and installed application computer device data RAM temporarily stored means that it will be lost if the device is turned off or restarted . Internal memory, also called secondary memory or ROM, is data storage (flash memory) used primarily on smartphones,
tablets, and other electronic devices where the operating system, applications, music, photos, videos, files, and other recorded content are used. There are two types and extensible types to expand internal memory. Cache cache memory is also known as cpu memory, which has a large cache of memory
to improve device performance. The cache is categorized as levels such as level 1 (L1) cache, level 2 (L2) cache, and level 3 (L3) cache card &amp;amp; The extensible memory of the external memory card slot is a special slot for inserting a memory card. Memory cards allow you to extend your phone's
internal memory, the memory card is a small memory that is used to store content (e.g. text, pictures, audio, and video) on small, portable or such as mobile phones, mp3 players, digital cameras. Yes Support external memory Up to 32GB microSD, microSDHC, microSDXC Sensors are electronic
components that increased the functionality of any computer device where they have embedded sensors detects and responds to certain types of input from the physical environment. Ambient Light Sensor Accelerometer Sensor Proximity Sensor Unfortunately LG Phoenix 3 comes with some changes
compared to the previous model, and they don't have a positive side. For example, a smartphone sports a 5-inch screen, such as the Phoenix 2, but it only supports FWVGA (854 x 480 pixels) resolution, while the predecessor comes with an HD (720) screen. The LG Phoenix 3 is powered by a 2,500
mAh battery and the chip inside is a quad-core Snapdragon 210 with 16GB of internal memory. LG Phoenix 3 is the most frequent compared to these phones: Show more LG news
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